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5 Step Writing Formula
YOUR FOOLPROOF

We all know that creating high value content for our ideal customers is a great way to 

build up an audience of loyal fans who soon become paying customers.  

That is, IF you can ever get past that blinking cursor. 

You know the one… At the top of your blank page. The one that seems to mock you as 

you beat your head against your laptop. 

FRIENDS, IT DOESN'T HAVE TO BE THIS WAY! And after today, I’m telling you, it 

won’t be. 

BECAUSE I’m sharing what I’ve found to be a foolproof five-step formula to get you 

through any piece of marketing content you’ll ever need. 

ARE YOU READY FOR IT?
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Pivot
Lesson

Action

So What

Yep! That’s all you need! And if you keep right on scrolling,  I’ve got a printable worksheet 

that you can print over and over to bust out an outline and get you moving with any content 

piece you need to write. 

But first? How about I better explain for you exactly what each of these five steps entails:



Who is the hero of your story? 

Who is the story about? 

What does the hero of the story want? 

What is their ultimate goal?

What challenge is your hero facing? What is 

holding them back from achieving their 

deepest desire?

How does the story end? 

What action does the story’s hero take to 

overcome their challenge and  achieve their 

ultimate goal?

No matter the subject, format, platform, or length of the content you’re 

creating, EVERY effective message starts with a story. 

?

Stories are what move us. They help us remember. They prompt us to take action. And 

the best part? Stories can come from literally anywhere. 

The conversation you had with a friend over coffee. The funny thing that 

happened as you played legos with your kiddo. The thought that popped in your 

head as you were folding another basket full of laundry. 

Stories bring meaning to the mundane, allowing our messages to resonate in a 

deeper way.

Story
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1. Character 2. Desire

3. Conflict 4. Resolution

+ + + +



Here are three potential frames of reference for leading with a meaningful story—PLUS a backup 
plan for those days when there simply isn’t a story to tell.

Some days or with some subjects, there just isn’t a compelling, individual 

story to tell. If you’re struggling for a more conventional tale to tell, consider 

leading with a remarkable data point or interesting fact that will surprise 

your audience enough to stick in their minds. 

Whenever possible, sharing a personal story from your real life is your best 

bet to create a heart-to-heart connection with your audience, showing them 

that you genuinely understand and relate to where they are.

Can’t quite relate personally to the problem or pain point you’re seeking to 

solve? Be honest about that, and consider a more generic anecdote instead. 

Sometimes the story that best illustrates your bigger lesson will have nothing 

to do with the topic at hand! Whether it’s about your favorite food, activity, or 

a totally random circumstance that just your wheels turning—don’t be afraid 

to think outside the box with a metaphor that ties into your message.

/

 Ready to write your own compelling story? 
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Remember, your pivot is ultimately just a quick side-step to get you to the good 

stuff, so don’t overthink it!  

Simply tie your story into the information you’re going to share.

Now, you need a PIVOT. This is a short and sweet (usually 1-2 sentence) 
transition that tells your audience what they’re about to learn AND how it 

relates to your little anecdote. 

So you’ve told a compelling story—one that will stick in your reader’s mind and 

provide context for the knowledge bomb you’re about to drop in their direction. 

Need a little help getting to your pivot? Try one of these prompts on for size: 

#( )

Pivot + + + +
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Alrighty, then! Time to dive right into the meat of your content.   

How do you want to educate your audience and help them achieve their goals? 

Break those takeaways down into 3-5 steps, using active verbs and making the 
instructions as clear as you can. 

In a blog post or ebook format, each step should get it’s own bolded or distinctive 
headline to help guide your reader down the page and help those skimmers zoom 
in on the information they need quickly. 

Remember that your goal is to provide quick and satisfying value to your 
audience that keeps them coming back for more. 

This one piece of content doesn’t have to change the world! It just has to make 
your audience’s life a little bit easier 
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Lesson + + + +Lesson + + + +
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5 Ways to Share a Lesson 

-

WITH YOUR AUDIENCE

Each number in your list gets its own subheading, then you just need 2-3 sentences per 

section to flesh out the content.

When teaching your audience how to complete a project or accomplish a task, simply break 

the process down into 3-5 steps to help it feel more manageable for the reader.

Highlight 3-5 other pieces of content (whether created by you or by someone else) that will 

provide value for your audience.

Even in a more personal writing format, your content will get more traction if you can break 

down what you learned from the experiencing you’re sharing. Topics like parenting, self-care, 

or even a travel blog can still follow this 3-5 step lesson model.

Micro-blogging through social media captions is a great opportunity to repurpose top-level 

info from successful blog posts (including the lessons therein) following this same five step 

formula.



In fact, if you ever get stuck on what exactly your lessons, stories, or even the 

topics of your content should be? 

Just think about that deepest, heart-of-hearts desire that your target audience 

has—the one that goes so much deeper than the basic logistics or features of 

your product or service—and work from there.

Though you might not see them written out in every blog post I write, 

I’ve found that the sneakily simple little phrase “so you can” is my most 

consistent ticket to connecting whatever tips, tricks, or value adds I’m sharing 

with what my audience really wants.

Remember, every one of us is absolutely inundated with more and more 

and more pieces of content Every. Single. Day. 

Okay, so you’ve just given your reader a great piece of new information. 

But what does this do for them? Why should they care?  

So no matter how good the tidbits from your lesson may be, they won’t get you very 

far unless your reader understands the deeper application of what you’ve shared. 

How does this lesson get to the heart of what she really cares about? 

Because when you can connect on a deeper level with what your reader really 
wants, you’ll be better equipped to give her the tools and takeaways to get there.
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So What? + + + +

Hint :



Print out a few copies of this next page to use as a handy cheat sheet as you lay the 

foundation for your own next piece of content. As a pen and paper kinda creative 

myself, it’s the very template that I use to organize my big content ideas into action. 

You’ve told your audience a story, connected that story to a lesson with a clear structure, 

and shared why the information you’ve provided matters for your business. But— 

What should your reader do NEXT? 

How can you offer them a single, straightforward step to take immediately that will help 

them achieve their goals? 

This, my friend, is what’s described as a CALL TO ACTION. 

In an ideal marketing scenario, your call to action should offer your reader an opportunity 

to further her interaction with your brand. That might look like viewing another piece of 

content, commenting on or replying to the content you’ve shared, exchanging her email 

address for a free download, or even making a purchase. 

However, the action step you offer doesn’t have to be related to your brand. You can 

direct your audience toward a first step in your how-to process, or to take some other 

action related to the lesson you shared. The goal here is simply to offer a next step, so 

that your reader feels they made personal progress toward their goals as a result of the 

content you’ve shared.  

?

Action + + + ++ + + +
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Title + + + +
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Tell Your Story Pivot

What's The Big Lesson? 

So What?

Call To Action

-

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

/ / /


